I. INTRODUCTION
Miniature mobile robots have several useful and unique abilities such as accessing small spaces and the capability of parallel operation with large numbers of agents via distributed control. These characteristics render them indispensable for mobile sensor network applications for environmental monitoring, search and rescue, homeland security, surveillance, and health-care applications for minimally invasive diagnosis and treatment inside or outside the human body, among many others. However, current miniature robots are limited to centimeter or millimeter scale overall sizes primarily due to the miniaturization limits of their on-board actuators and power sources. 1 To solve the grand challenge of actuation of micron scale mobile robots, two general approaches have been proposed in literature. The first approach, based on off-board actuation and powering, enabled the development of nontethered microrobots, among which are, an electrostatic scratch drive silicon robot 2 and external magnetic field actuated robots. 3, 4 Furthermore, magnetic field gradients have been used to actuate bioinspired structures inspired by both eukaryotic and prokaryotic flagella as another microscale swimming propulsion demonstration. 5, 6 These off-board powering and actuation methods work only in limited workspaces and require expensive and bulky external instrumentation.
The second approach utilizes biological motors that are isolated from microorganisms and used as new micro/nanoscale actuators. Soong et al. 7 used F 1 -ATPase rotary biological motors to rotate hundreds of chemically attached nanometer-size nickel rods at around 8 Hz speeds. These biomotors are fueled by adenosine triphosphate (ATP) in a liquid environment. More recently, flagellated bacteria have been utilized as actuators in liquid media. Flagellum is the propulsive organelle of bacteria composed from a reversible rotary motor embedded in the cell wall and a filament that extends into the external medium. 8 Flagellar motors of bacteria rotate due to proton motive force or in some cases a sodium ion gradient. [9] [10] [11] The flagellar filament is a long (around 10 lm) and thin (around 20 nm) cylindrical helix (2.5 lm pitch and 0.5 lm diameter) that rotates at speeds of up to 100 Hz. 12 Hydrodynamic interactions among flagella cause them to coordinate, coalesce and bundle behind the cell during swimming. 13 Flagellated bacteria have been employed by multiple research groups for a variety of different applications. Darnton et al. 13 accomplished active mixing by adsorbing swarmer cells of Serratia marcescens (S. marcescens) to polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces. They also demonstrated that these flagellated bacteria can adhere to microscale objects, such as polystyrene beads and PDMS pieces, and propel them. Kim et al. 14, 15 also showed that surface arrays of S. marcescens can be utilized to achieve mixing in microfluidic channels and ultra violet light controlled propulsion of PDMS "barges" propelled by the same bacteria. Tung et al. 16 developed a microfluidic pump by tethering a linear array of smooth swimming Escherichia coli (E. coli) KAF95 along the sidewall of a microchannel. Magnetotactic bacteria MC-1, which can move at speeds up to 100 lm/s, have also been used for propulsion of microscale beads. 17 Swarms of these bacteria have been employed for controlled propulsion of microfabricated objects, several hundreds of microns in size, however these bacteria grow in anaerobic or microaerobic conditions, which could limit their application. 18 Behkam and Sitti have shown that S. marcescens bacteria can be used to propel microrobots of various geometry and sizes in a static fluid. 19, 20 The authors also introduced a chemical switching method for control of a) Electronic mail: varabagi@andrew.cmu.edu; behkam@vt.edu. the on/off motion of the bacteria-propelled objects. Additionally, they have extensively studied the adhesion of bacteria to various micro-objects and proposed chemical and physical patterning techniques for controlled adhesion of bacteria to surfaces, in order to achieve higher speeds and more directional motion trajectories. 21, 22 Due to the stochastic nature of bacteria motion, control of the trajectory of bacteria-propelled objects is not a trivial task. Statistical based approaches and modeling have been proposed in, 23 however these approaches are based to a large extent on the mean behavior of a large population of bacteria propelling planar geometry. Collective behavior models may not be suitable for modeling systems in which the number of agents (i.e., bacteria) are reduced to a few tens and a more complex and nonplanar three-dimensional (3D) geometry is introduced. In such cases, each bacterium's stochastic behavior influences the overall motion of the system and the simple average behavior models may not be able to predict the overall system behavior accurately.
In this work, a theoretical model for the stochastic motion of nonplanar 3D geometries propelled by a small number of bacteria is introduced. It is shown that this noncollective behavior stochastic model is able to predict to a certain extent the motion of objects with curved geometry (10 lm diameter beads) with a low number of attached bacteria ð8 À 41Þ. Spherical microbeads are selected as the 3D objects since they are commercially available from a wide range of polymer materials, available with various coatings. Simulation results are compared with previously reported experimental results for propulsion of 10 lm polystyrene beads by an ensemble of S. marcescens bacteria. 19, 21 Due to the intrinsic stochasticity of bead motion, it is impossible to duplicate the exact experimental trajectories of the beads, hence emergent parameters of bead mean squared displacement and velocity are employed to validate the undertaken modeling approach. Furthermore, the theoretical simulation is used to reveal insight into the attachment of bacteria on the surface of the bead, the compliance of the flagellar hook, as well as details of propulsive force generation in flagellar motors.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the theoretical model serving as the basis for the simulation is presented along with details on bacterial attachment, the propulsive mechanism, and bead dynamics. To model the degree of conformation of the flagella bundle with the surrounding fluid flow, the notion of "flexibility of the flagellar hook" is proposed, as well as, the fluid flow in the vicinity of the bead is modeled under Stokes flow regime. In Sec. III, the effect of flagellar hook flexibility is examined through several simulated scenarios. Comparison to experimental results favors a somewhat rigid flagellar hook, although, since experimental data is limited, the exact value of hook stiffness cannot be determined. Finally, the concept of randomization time ðs R Þ is discussed and the propulsion of beads at long ðDt ) s R Þ timescales is examined to capture the random walk behavior of the bead.
II. MODELING
Due to the low number of bacteria propelling the bead, each bacterium's individual stochastic behavior becomes vital to the overall trajectory. Hence, the theoretical model is based on modeling each bacterium's force and torque output and then computing its effect on the translational and rotational motion of the bead it is attached to. The location of attachment of bacteria onto the bead is also of primary importance as the point of propulsive force application greatly influences the dynamics of the bead. Furthermore, the orientation of the flagella affects the direction of the propulsion force and can significantly influence bead dynamics. A model for the flexible hook at the base of the flagella is developed to allow alignment of the flagella with the fluid flow field. This model is evaluated in light of the simulated and experimental results.
A. Bacteria behavioral aspects
Motile bacteria behavior is composed of two distinct states: run and tumble. The run state is characterized by a bacterium bundling its multiple flagella together and rotating them counterclockwise (CCW) to achieve propulsion in the forward direction, while during the tumble state one or more flagellar motor rotate clockwise (CW) and the flagella unbundle ceasing to generate any propulsive force thereby allowing momentary Brownian diffusion only. These two operating states can be modeled as a continuous time Markov chain where state transitions occur in a Poisson manner. 24 Hence, the transition probabilities between states, k r and k t , can also be viewed as the arrival rates of the next state, explicitly k r arrival rate of a run state when the bacteria is tumbling, k t arrival rate of a tumble state when running. In absence of chemical stimuli in the medium, the run and tumble phases occur stochastically and, in combination with diffusion, result in the bacteria and bacteria-propelled objects performing a "random walk." Note that no chemotactic behavior is presented in this work, although the developed model can be easily extended to encompass it.
In general, this modeling approach is based on modeling each bacterium's transitions between its running and tumbling states, afterward propagating the produced resultant forces and moments into motion of the corresponding bead. Since the inter-arrival times between events are exponentially distributed in a Poisson process, they are described in the following manner:
where t is the time of an arrival event and k is the arrival rate of events. For the two-state Markov process describing bacterial state transitions, the "holding" or "dwell" time in each state can take values of 1=k r ¼ 0:1 s for the tumbling state and 1=k t ¼ 0:9 s for the running state. 25 Due to the independence property of exponentially distributed arrival events, for each attached bacterium at each time step (dt), a "next arrival" time is sampled from this distribution, via the inverse transform sampling technique, and decided whether the given bacterium will undergo a transition to running/tumbling in the next time step. This sampling is performed within a larger framework of an integration running forward in time.
B. Bacteria attachment
Due to the small number of bacteria attached to the spherical bead, the orientation and location of each bacterium on the surface is of primary importance. In order to be able to validate theoretical findings from this model against experimental results previously obtained in, 21 two bacteria attachment scenarios namely, "unpatterned" and "patterned" beads, are modeled. The patterned beads, named so because half of their surface was treated with air plasma, favor bacteria attachment to the treated hemisphere only, while the unpatterned beads have the bacteria attached over their entire surface (as shown in Fig. 1 ). In order to define the initial configuration of bacteria attached to a bead, the following heuristics and assumptions were imposed:
• Bacteria can only attach to the surface of the bead with their bodies. Attachment by flagella was rarely observed in experiments and did not last very long when it occurred.
• The attachment points of bacteria onto the surface of the bead are defined differently for patterned and unpatterned beads:
Unpatterned beads
Bacteria attachment points are uniformly distributed over the surface area of the spherical bead with an attachment density of 1 bacterium per 7 lm 2 . This attachment density was consistently observed in experiments for adhesion of S. marcescens bacteria to pure polystyrene beads. 21 
Patterned beads
Bacteria attachment points are configured in a close packed hexagonal configuration. This assumption stems from experimental observations that even a small number of bacteria will cluster together. The density of attachment is taken to be 1 bacterium per 12 lm 2 based on experimental observations.
• Bacteria orientation is randomized within a bounded volume around the point of attachment to the sphere as portrayed in Fig. 2 . The random original orientation of the bacteria stems from the fact that bacteria attach to the bead in static fluid, therefore no particular direction is preferred.
Furthermore, the random attachment angle of each bacteria is bounded between [5 À60 ], assumption that stems from consistent experimental observations that bacteria attach longitudinally (along their side) to the surface of the bead, while head-on attachment is very short lived, if present at all, suggesting its instability.
C. Modeling flagellar hook flexibility
A flagellum consists of three structural parts: the flagellar filament, the hook, and the basal structure. The flagellar filament is a tubular polymer structure which is capable of assuming several well-defined helical morphologies. The flagellar hook is a tubular structure which functions as a universal joint and plays the important role of enabling the flagella to function effectively as a bundle in peritrichous bacteria. The basal structure consists of several multicomponent complexes and is the main structural body of the flagellar motor. 26 Accordingly, the bacterial flagellum is modeled as being attached to the body by an omni-directional torsional spring, allowing the flagella bundle to deflect when affected by the fluid flow in the bead's vicinity, as portrayed in Fig. 3 . This assumption stems from the fact that experimental measurements suggest orders of magnitude larger stiffness for the flagella compared to the hook. 27, 28 To the best of our knowledge, torsional stiffness of the flexible hook for S. marcesecens bacteria has not been experimentally measured; hence, the stiffness of the hook is taken to be variable, thereby changing the sensitivity of the flagella to the surrounding flow, from being very stiff, not affected by fluid flow, to very flexible, fully conforming to the streamlines nearby the bead. Considerations of the fluid streamlines in the vicinity of the bead as well as a metric for hook flexibility are developed and implemented in the numerical model as presented below.
Flagellar hook deflection modeling
Since utilizing a metric for the actual torsional stiffness of the flexible hook presents no intuitive meaning and requires the consideration of the pressure field in the fluid, we instead use an alternative measure of "flexibility" of the flagellar hook. Since the amount of deflection of the flagella must be determined by the magnitude of the fluid flow around it, we define a new property for each bacterium, titled "nominal velocity," v n . Subsequently, the orientation of each flexible flagellum during each iteration of the integration is determined by the equation:
whereR f ;b is the flagella orientation vector for bacteria b, V F;b is the fluid flow vector at bacteria b, andR f ;b is the flagella orientation vector if the hook were fully rigid. Therefore, the ratio jjṼ F;b jj=v n represents how much the flagella aligns with the flow and is directly related to the flexibility of the hook, being 1 for a fully flexible hook and 0 for a rigid one, see Fig. 3 . This parameter, labeled "Flagella flow orientation ratio," provides intuitive meaning to the flexibility of the flagella and is used in some subsequent plots. The units of v n are lm/s, however since we are using the parameter as an effective flagellar hook stiffness indicator, its units are omitted from all subsequent discussions to reduce confusion. Because the case of a flexible flagella hook implies a variety of possible bacteria orientation and position scenarios, some heuristics were applied to ensure physical realism of the flagella deflection. Since fluid streamlines may have a component pointing into the sphere, for example in the vicinity of the frontal stagnation point, a manual check in the simulation ensures that the bacteria can at most lie in a plane tangential to the bead at their attachment point. Furthermore, due to the original orientation randomization of bacteria, inevitably during the simulation, some bacteria will rotate such that their flagella point opposite to the flow direction and orienting with the flow will cause the flagella to lose their propulsive force. This intuition emerges from the idea that flagella, when bent 90 or more, will interfere with the body of the bacteria and therefore will not be able to produce propulsive force. Extending this idea, a heuristic regarding flow orientation for flexible flagella was developed: if the fluid flow around the bead causes a bacterium's flagella to deflect more than 90
, a state when the flagella are producing zero propulsive force is induced in that bacterium. Hence, each bacterium has only a limited range of allowable flagella deflection angles, before wondering to an angle that would induce an off state, this concept is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Fluid flow modeling
The low Reynolds number regime in which the bacteria operate allows Stokes flow analysis to be applied when considering the fluid flow induced by the bead's motion. Since the bead will experience both translational and rotational motion, the fluid velocity in the vicinity of the bead is modeled as the superposition of linear and rotational components as portrayed in Fig. 4 . The following equations were employed in modeling the flow around a translating and rotating bead: 
whereṼ F;trans andṼ F;rot represent the fluid velocity vectors for a translating and a rotating bead, respectively. The form of these equations was adapted to 3D by applying flow axial symmetry for the translational case. 29, 30 Furthermore,Ṽ and X are the instantaneous translational and rotational bead velocity vectors, respectively, R is the bead radius, andr defines the polar coordinates of the point of interest. The total velocity vectorṼ F;b at bacterium b location, defined as r b , is calculated via superposition. In particular, as the bacterium body is $1 lm in length, only the fluid velocity 1 lm offset from the surface of the bead was used in the simulation.
D. Bead dynamics
Bacteria are modeled as point propulsive forces, having arbitrary initial orientation and state. During the tumble state, the bacteria do not produce any propulsive force, while the run state yields a constant force of F b ¼ 0:48 pN from each bacterium. 13 Due to the Stokes flow regime, the bead's inertial effects can be ignored and hence its dynamics are governed by the equalities:
whereF D is the hydrodynamic translational drag on the bead,M D is the rotational drag, g is the dynamic viscosity of the aqueous medium, R is the bead radius, and s b is a binary variable for each bacterium, being 1 during the run phase and 0 for the tumble phase. During each integration step dt ¼ 0.05 s, the resultant linear and angular velocities of each bead, emerging from the contribution of all bacteria attached to it, are evaluated and its motion is simulated forward in time. After each iteration, a routine check is performed to ensure that no bacterium's flagella is deflecting more than 90 , in which case an "off" state is induced for that bacterium for the next time iteration. Random Brownian linear and angular displacements have been also included in the numerical model by allowing random displacement and rotation of the beads during each iteration characterized by root mean squared linear displacements of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2Ddt p in each of the three x, y, z directions, and angular displacements of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 2D R dt p around a random axis, where D and D R are defined after Eq. (8) . However the displacements caused by these processes are orders of magnitude less than those caused by bacteria propulsion and therefore are unnoticeable.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The theoretical simulation presented above is validated against the experimental work previously reported by Behkam and Sitti. 21 Since the motion of the beads is a random walk, it is fundamentally impossible to directly compare the experimental and theoretical bead trajectories. Instead, as basis for comparison, the mean velocity V mean acquired by the beads when propelled by bacteria is used. In general, the mean squared displacement of microbeads subjected to stochastic translation and rotation in 3D can be described by the equation (adapted from Refs. 31 and 32):
where V mean is the bead velocity magnitude averaged over its trajectory [note that this is different fromṼ which is the bead's instantaneous linear velocity from Eq. (6)], D is the diffusion coefficient (defined as k B T=6pgR, where k B is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature), s R is the rotational diffusion randomization time (s
3 ), which is s R % 11 min for 10 lm beads, and Dt is the simulation time. 21 Since, experimental runs range for 6 s, which is much less than the randomization time, we can express the exponential term by its Taylor approximation in the vicinity of 0 and Eq. (8) simplifies to:
Furthermore, given that the effect of bacteria propulsion is much greater than diffusion, shown by experimental data in 21 which serves as the basis for this work, Eq. (9) simplifies to its final form used in this work DL 2 % V 2 mean Dt 2 . The values of V mean in all the results presented below were obtained by fitting the simulated squared displacement trajectories to the above equation in the least squared error sense.
A. Determination of flagellar hook flexibility
Since varying the flexibility of the flagellar hook significantly alters the dynamics and therefore the trajectories of the beads, characterization of this property is attempted via comparison to experimental results, as well as, to statistical theory. Mean bead velocities resulting from varying the hook flexibility are superposed with experimental results of Behkam et al., 21 and the velocity trends produced by increasing the bead size are compared to statistical arguments of Darnton et al. (where the asterisk denotes experimental results). This could potentially be attributed to the hydrodynamic interactions between neighboring bacteria reducing their individual propulsive force, effect not accounted for in the simulation where the bacteria are modeled as independent entities. Although no quantitative conclusions can be drawn, experimental data presented in Appendix A suggests that separation distance between neighboring bacteria adversely affects their propulsive force. Indeed, overall propulsive force reduction would shift all simulated velocity curves down, yielding better agreement with experimental results. Given the fact that the velocity behavior for all simulated cases is nonmonotonic and features a wide range of acceptable hook flexibility values, the determination of this parameter based on this plot alone would result in a very uncertain value. Hence, other simulation means are employed to shed more light on the problem.
The effect of bead radius on the motion
Using statistical methods accounting for the bacterial distribution on an object combined with their run/tumble behavior, one can determine that the overall propulsive force will scale as F / L, where L is the length scale of the object. Since the hydrodynamic drag on the object also scales with L, it can be concluded that object's speed will be independent of the object's size. 13 This concept is used as means to characterize bacterial hook flexibility. Since the size of the bead also alters the magnitude of the fluid flow in the bead's vicinity, the metric of Flexibility of the Hook ranging between 0 and 1 becomes inadequate, as this number changes with the bead radius. The metric of choice then is the value of "nominal velocity" v n , defined in Eq. (2), as it provides a more direct measurement of the physical stiffness of the flagellar hook. Furthermore, results of simulations portraying the variation of unpatterned and patterned bead velocities to the bead radius and flagellar hook flexibility are portrayed in Fig. 6 . Unlike in previous results, where bacteria were attached to the beads with uniform spacing, in these simulations the bacteria attachment points were sampled from a uniform distribution, as this is the most general scenario of attachment since little information is known about attachment, due to the lack of experiments performed for such large beads.
It is apparent that unpatterned beads exhibit much greater sensitivity to bacterial hook flexibility than the patterned ones. The explanation of this behavior comes from the nature of fluid flow around the unpatterned beads. Generally, due to the configuration and alignment of bacteria on the surface of the bead, rotational motion is favored over translational, thus generating rotational fluid flow in the vicinity of the bead's surface. In the case of a very flexible flagellar hook, flagella will easily orient in the direction of rotational flow, thus amplifying the moment on the bead and increasing the angular velocity even more. Furthermore, given that bacteria attach with a uniform density to the surface of the bead, their number N is proportional to the bead radius R, N / R 2 , and their overall produced force F / ffiffiffi ffi N p / R, hence the total rotational moment is M / R Â F / R 2 . Furthermore, since resulting angular velocity of a sphere is a balance between moment and hydrodynamic rotational drag [Eq. (7)], X / M=R 3 / R À1 , thus the angular velocity decays as the inverse of radius of the beads. Therefore when the angular component of velocity decreases for larger beads, the translational flow component begins to dominate, and the aligned to it flagella will propel the bead linearly, thus achieving large speeds. On the other hand, rigid flagella are independent of the fluid flow around them, hence the above described effect does not pertain to them. Indeed, simulation results convey this behavior as the trajectories of large beads propelled by flexible flagella are long with minimal direction change, as portrayed in Fig. 7(a) , while the rigid flagella case exhibits much shorter trails with a lot of direction changes, Fig. 7(b) . Thus, the case of rigid flagella, showing virtually no sensitivity of bead speed to its radius, agrees best with theoretical considerations, presented in the beginning of this section. Although, the unavailability of actual experimental data for large bead sizes for comparison precludes any definite conclusions, the presented results suggest a somewhat stiff flagellar hook.
Sensitivity of velocity values of patterned beads to number of attached bacteria
The effect of flagellar hook stiffness is also investigated in the context of a small number of bacteria attached to patterned beads and compared with experimental results of. 21 Due to unknown hydrodynamic, bacterial behavior and attachment effects, the simulation does poorly on predicting bead velocities propelled by less than eight bacteria, hence modeling of only eight or more attached bacteria on patterned beads is performed. As shown in Fig. 8 , flexibility of the flagella has a significant impact on bead velocities, with the best fit to experimental results being the case of v n ¼ 1000, representing a very stiff flagellar hook. Due to better agreement of predicted mean velocity values with experimental results, these simulations suggest a stiff flagellar hook.
Throughout the presented simulation scenarios, flexibility of the bacterial flagellar hook is shown to play a major role in determining the mean velocity as well as the overall shape of bead trajectories. Two scenarios, namely, the sensitivity of bead velocity to bead size and to the number of attached bacteria for patterned beads, yielded much better agreement to experiment and theoretical considerations in the case of a stiff flagellar hook. However, mean velocities obtained for unpatterned beads for the same case of high hook stiffness are overestimated (30612 lm=s in simulation versus 14:861:1 lm=s in experiment), as portrayed in Fig. 5 . Given the fact the simulation predicts much better mean velocities for the patterned beads (18.4 lm/s and 21.6 lm/s in simulation versus 18 lm/s and 21 lm/s in experiment, for 10 and 13 attached bacteria, respectively) and that the experimentally measured bacteria attachment density is almost twice higher in unpatterned than patterned beads, the discrepancy for the unpatterned bead prediction is attributed to a greater level of hydrodynamic interaction between neighboring flagella, thus reducing propulsion. However, given the highly stochastic nature of the system and the lack of experimental data for all simulated scenarios, such as velocities for larger beads and interaction between flagella on spherical geometry, the exact stiffness of the bacterial flagellar hook cannot be determined, but only inferred to behave more as a rigid flagella than a flexible one. Furthermore, given that bacteria produce propulsive force by bundling multiple flagella together, another interpretation of the above result is that the flagella bundle might be stiff, for example due to its assembly geometry, hence presenting no information about the flexibility of the hook of individual flagella.
B. Random walk behavior
To employ the theoretical model as a simulation tool, we simulate the behavior of the beads after the randomization time has been exceeded, an experiment that could not be performed in reality due to equipment limitations. Given that the above discussion reinforced the idea that the flagellar hook acts as a stiff entity, the long time bead behavior has been simulated with a nominal velocity value of v n ¼ 1000. Reverting to Eq. (8) , for the case of Dt ) s R it can be simplified to:
where D eff is the effective diffusion coefficient of the beads. Figure 9 presents the DL 2 trajectories for 20 min simulation runs of patterned and unpatterned 20 lm diameter beads. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, a stochastic model for bacteria propulsion of microbeads is developed. The model captures the effect of key factors such as orientation and attachment configuration of bacteria onto the bead, run and tumble rates, and the flexibility of the flagellar hook. The emergent numerical simulation was employed to shed light on the stiffness of the flagellar hook of the bacteria via the examination and comparison of several simulation results to experimental data. Having examined the sensitivity of mean bead velocity to the size of the bead and the number of attached bacteria, the results suggest a more stiff flagellar hook rather than a flexible one. Using this obtained stiffness value the numerical model was also used as a prediction tool enabling simulation of experiments not yet performed in reality, such bead motion for times much greater than the randomization time. Furthermore, the simulation presented here can easily be expanded to encompass chemotactic behavior of the bacteria in chemical gradients. Also, although the simulation results are presented for spheres with a small number of attached bacteria, the model can be modified for other geometries fairly easily, by redefining bacteria attachment rules and hydrodynamic effects around the new geometry. These investigations require more experimentation on the configuration of the bacteria attachment for more complex shapes, and are seen as future works.
As a shortcoming of the developed model, it was not able to accurately capture bead dynamics in a few cases, most notably the overprediction of unpatterned bead velocities when propelled by very stiff bacterial flagella. This discrepancy can be potentially attributed to the hydrodynamic interactions between bacteria in a close packed configuration. Although some scaled up experiments suggesting the effect of propulsive force reduction between neighboring bacteria are outlined in Appendix A, more experimental data on spherical geometry is required for identification and characterization of these hydrodynamic effects and their implementation in the theoretical model. Future experimental insight into these effects coupled with a theoretical stochastic propulsion model, alike presented in this work, will potentially enable design and control of bacteria propelled swimming microrobots for future targeted drug delivery applications in stagnant or low velocity body fluids.
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In order to achieve individual rotation of multiple flagella with variable spacing between each other, a planetary gear system was fabricated. The central sun gear was driven by a small DC motor with a built-in 30:1 gear box (COPAL 30:1 Gearmotor) intended for high torque. Three planet gears in a stationary carrier plate were evenly spaced around the sun gear. Additional planet gears to which flagella could be coupled were placed radially outward to obtain four different spacings (9.4, 13.3, 17.1, and 21.0 mm) between flagella when attached equidistant to the central sun gear. Each flagellum was fabricated by bending 0.4 mm diameter steel wire into a helix (4 mm diameter, 6 mm pitch, 30 mm length) with a straight axial leader for coupling (via a Delrin coupler) to the planet gear. Only the flagella and leader were submerged in the silicone oil, requiring the leader to be long enough to limit effects from the oil surface. Additionally, the flagella were placed in the center of the large (8 by 16 in.) tank of oil to limit wall effects. The base of the motor was attached directly to the load point of a 50 g load cell (Transducer Techniques GSO-50), and the force readings were recorded on a computer through a data acquisition board for subsequent analysis. The rotational speeds of the flagella were controlled by manually adjusting the voltage supplied to the motor, with a strobe light used to measure the rotation. Measurements were made for 1, 2, and 3 flagella at a range of rotational frequencies from 1.5 to 4 Hz, in intervals of 0.5 Hz, as well as 4 different spacings between neighboring flagella. Each measurement was performed three times.
The results of the thrust force measurements are plotted in Fig. 11(a) . First, the three flagella were tested individually, ensuring that fabrications differences were minor. Evidence of fluidic interaction between neighboring flagella was apparent. Visually, the flagella could be seen to bend toward each other, with the effect increasing with higher rotational speeds. Indeed, 3 flagella at the highest frequency and closest spacing resulted in physical entanglement after a short period of time, and the plotted thrust force corresponds to the highest measurement prior to entanglement.
In order to better investigate the effect of interaction between neighboring flagella on the overall thrust force, the multiple flagella data was normalized by dividing the measured force by the average single flagella force for each rotational frequency (plotted in Fig. 11(b) ). Assuming no interaction, one would expect the normalized thrust force to be equal to the number of flagella, yet from the results, it is clear that neighboring flagella are negatively affecting the thrust force. Furthermore, the data shows that both greater rotational frequency and closer spacing increases the effect. These results make intuitive sense when one considers the fluid flow around the helices. The rotation of a single helix causes the viscous fluid to rotate with it. A second helix in the same fluid will do the same, but if the helices are rotating in the same direction, the fluid in between is pulled in different directions. Energy that might otherwise be put toward propulsion is instead spent on resolving these conflicting forces. Although the collected data clearly demonstrates the presence of fluid interaction between neighboring flagella and its detrimental impact on the overall produced force, it does not fully characterize the phenomenon, since the effect of flagellar helix pitch and diameter are future works. 
